Perfect Ergonomics

Even a BMW can be improved, adapted precisely to its rider and his requirements. For example, different sporty rear sets, brake and clutch levers, rear sets as well as in height raising and lowering kits. The TRW Lucas rear sets for RR models are a visually and technically perfect match. They offer multiple adjustment options – with or without race shifting – and precise functionality.

From TRW – For BMW

Brake discs • Brake pads • Steel-braided lines • Clutch components
Rear sets • Handlebars • Ride height raising and lowering kits
BMW riders appreciate the reliability and superior technology of their bikes. TRW-Lucas offers a customised range of brake components, clutches and steel-braided lines for BMW motorcycles. Whether fixed or floating brake discs, sintered or organic brake pads, wet or dry clutch, steel-braided lines for brake and clutch – the quality products from TRW-Lucas can optimise the technology and appearance of virtually any BMW. The result: brakes with superior performance, precise control and extreme durability; clutches with reliable transmission of forces and comfortable operation for any application.

**BETTER PERFORMANCE**

In addition to the dry clutch typical for BMW, the range of clutch spare parts comprises high quality dry friction plate sets and the line ‘all inclusive superkit’. This includes the friction-plates set, the steel plates, springs and the gasket. All components are perfectly matched to each other.

**Power Kit**

The Power Kit is the right choice for extreme riding with high temperatures. Friction discs and steel discs are combined to ensure fast free transmission of forces and high resistance to wear.

**DISC BRAKE PADS**

TRW-Lucas offers a range of different brake discs to optimise the BMW braking system. In addition to replacing fixed disc versions, the fully floating ‘SP’ or ‘RAC-SP’ brake discs offer best performance and service life for racing. All brake disc versions are offered with a round outer contour or with the sporty RAC design. All systems offer perfect deceleration and optimised performance.

**Parts**

**CLUTCHES**

Whether rear, tower, enduro or roadster – we have suitable brake pads to optimise the braking performance of current BMW models. Many test results prove TRW-Lucas sintered brake pads are usually superior to the original pads! In addition to replacing organic or sintered metal pads, top quality compounds on a carbon or ceramic basis are available for sports riders with special requirements.